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User manual short version Avara alarm system 

A complete version can be found on www.avara.no 

The Avara alarm has 3 alarm modes; 

 

1 Always-on 
The smoke, CO-gas and propane gas sensors are always active and cannot be turned 
off. 

        No operation required! 

2 Night alarm mode 
Turn the Night Alarm on if you want extra safety at night when you are sleeping in the 
motorhome/caravan. Alerts are given if break-in through doors and hatches equipped 
with burglar detectors are detected. Movement outside and along the walls sets off 
flashing LED-lights from the external detectors. If the movement on the outside does 
not stop after appr 30 sec, an alert signal is given inside from the main unit. You can 
move freely indoors without triggering the night alarm. Note that triggered alarms only 
give alerts in the Main Unit, not in the siren. (PS - Night alarm mode features does not 
apply to Avara Lite). 

 Night alarm is turned on by pressing at the lower part of the Main Unit lid. 
 Confirmed by Green blinking LED every 10 sec. 

3 Burglar alarm mode 
Turns on if you leave the motorhome/caravan and want protection. An alerts is 
triggered by burglar detectors in doors and hatches, the motion detector on the main 
unit and the G-sensor in the main unit (detects if the entire vehicle is moved). There 
cannot be pets left inside the vehicle when the burglar alarm is on. Triggered alarm 
gives notification in the in-door main unit, the siren and sends notification to your 
mobile phone/e-mail (if online version). 

You turn on your burglar alarm as follows: 

1. Hold the key fob close to bottom of the Main Unit (small sign) 
2. While holding the key fob in place, press the lower part of the lid (any place on 

the lower part) 
3. Hold the key fob still for about 3 sec. until you get a confirmation beep 

- you can then remove the key fob and the alarm is on and becomes active after 3 
minutes. 

Confirmed by Red blinking LED every 10 sec and high-pitch “beep” while activating. 

http://www.avara.no/


"Hush" function 
If you unintentionally trigger a smoke alarm during cooking, you can temporarily "hush" the 
alarm while it is active by pressing the lower part of the main unit lid. This will pause the 
alarm for 10 minutes after which it will automatically be active again. 

Be aware if you see that the battery indicator on the main unit lights up 
red. This is a common indicator for all devices and means that one 
detector either has weak batteries or that a detector is not 
communicating properly. 
See the complete version of the manual for solving this issue. 

Remember to register your modem on www.avara.no to activate the 
functions you can access via mobile phone/Ipad/etc and PC. If your alarm 
package does not have a modem, this can be purchased separately. 
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